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AIG SNOW PROBLEM warranties are entirely issued by AIG EUROPE S.A. in accordance 
with the IVASS 41/2018 Regulation, informative material is available in all ticket o�ces or 
by scanning the QR code above.

ALWAYS KEEP THE ORIGINAL SKI PASS OR THE CONFIRMATION EMAIL, IF PURCHASED 
ONLINE, AS PROOF OF PURCHASE FOR INSURANCE COVERAGE.

3,50 €  per day

The AIG SNOW PROBLEM insurance 
policy is valid only if Ski Patrol rescue is 
requested and if intervention then 
takes place at the accident scene.

INSURANCE POLICY
Liability Coverage - Third party
Liability Coverage - 
Third party property damage
Legal protection
Expenses due Ski Petrol rescue with toboggan
Refund of �rst aid medical expenses
(costs incurred due to and immediately 
following an accident)
Driver for return trip home
Patient transfer*
Pro-rata refund of ski equipment rental 
costs if an injury occurs*
Pro-rata refund of lift pass costs if an
injury occurs*
Pro-rata refund of ski lessons paid but not
attended due to an injury*

MAIN LIMITS
€ 500.000 10% excess, minimum € 500

€ 10.000 10% excess, minimum € 500

€ 1.000
€ 200
€ 500
�xed deductible € 50

€ 200
€ 5.000
€ 40/giorno
�xed deductible € 20
Pro-Rata

€ 60/giorno
�xed deductible € 20

* Included only for policys starting from 3 or more consecutive days

&SKI SNOWBOARD
INSURANCE

request it when purchasing your ski pass

NOW
SKI.IT

PASS PROTECTION*
COVERAGE:
• injury or illness requiring hospitalization;
• illness that does not require hospitalization, but that a medical report certifies that the 

skier or one of his/her companions that has simultaneously booked, is not able to use 
their ski pass;

• isolation (quarantine), due to a positive Covid19 test result received during the 14 days 
preceding the first day booked, for the Insured or a family member currently living in the 
same household;

• death of the Insured or any other companions that simultaneously booked; or of 
parents or children;

• fire or natural disasters that affect the place of residence of the Insured for which his/
her presence is required;

• a summons or citation, received after the date on which the ski pass was booked, to 
appear in a Criminal Court or a summons for jury service;

• a road accident that occurs while the Insured is travelling to the ski resort making it 
impossible to reach his/her destination during the days that he/she has booked.

INDEMNITY LIMITS: A refund shall be granted on One-day and Multi-day ski passes for up 
to a maximum amount of 250,00 Euro for each day of the ski pass’ validity and for a 
maximum of up to 5 people for each single booking.
FOR CLARIFICATIONS OR NEEDS:
IT Support: use the HELP DESK function on the platform
Claims Department: denunce.sinistri@aig.com
Telephone: +39 02 36 901 (from a mobile or landline without an international line: dedicated 
Service Centre opening hours: 8am to 8pm Monday to Friday)

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The cost of the skipass is combined to the price of the 
associated accomodation facilities during the following weeks:

PROMOTIONAL WEEKS

1. The Company, owner of the concession, makes an integrated system of lifts and slopes, as detailed on the ski map 
displayed at the ticket offices of the company and on the website www.ski.it .
2. These terms and conditions regulate the conditions of contract for the purchase and use of ski passes and pre-paid 
badges issued by the company. Sections III and IV regulate the terms and conditions for the use of ski passes and pre-
paid badges sold through certified portals: Telepass, Mypass, Altoski and Snowit.
3. The purchase and possession of a ticket or travel document implies awareness and full acceptance of these terms 
and conditions.

Section I - Ski Pass
4. Users are obliged to purchase a ticket for their programme of use. The company sells ski passes from its own ticket 
offices as well as online, from the website www.ski.it Tickets can also be purchased from the certified portals: Telepass, 
Mypass, Altoski and Snowit, according to the relevant conditions of sale.
5. Ski pass prices are provided in the lists on display at the aforementioned ticket offices or published online at the 
website www.ski.it  and include VAT. Prices for tickets sold on the website www.ski.it  are subject to variation.
6. Ticket offices accept payment in cash (compliant with the current laws) as well as major debit and credit cards. The 
Management also accepts payment via bank transfer, which must be sent to and result as paid at the Administration Office 
before any ski pass can be issued. Any requests for invoices for badges must be made before said badges are issued.
7. When collecting their ski pass, customers must ensure that the pass complies with their requests; no ski passes can 
be exchanged once a customer has used it to register their first access to the lifts.
8. Ski passes are sold on Key-Cards; each one requires payment of a deposit of 5.00 euros, which will be returned if the 
card is returned intact and in good condition.
9. Ski passes are transport documents that also serves as receipts (D.M. 30.06.1992 and subsequent amendments) and 
must be kept for the duration of transport. 
10. Ski passes, or tickets (Key-Cards and ID badges) must be presented to lift staff every time they request them. Staff 
need to check validity and ensure the correct identity of the pass or ticket holder. 
11. Ski passes are personal documents and cannot be transferred, even free of charge. Control systems are active for all 
types of ski pass, including photo compare technology (installed on lift access turnstiles) that are able to detect the us-
er’s image (see privacy policy displayed at all ticket offices and published at  www.ski.it ). The correct use of all ski 
passes can also be verified remotely, even after they have been incorrectly used. Any type of incorrect use of a ski pass 
– which also includes giving a ski pass to another user, even a simple and/or momentary exchange of a ski pass, or 
purchasing a lift ticket at a reduced rate when the user is not entitled to benefit from these rates – will result in the fol-
lowing penalties:
• Single one-way lift tickets, hourly, single-day or multi-day ski passes, will be immediately confiscated and cancelled, in 
addition to the payment made directly to the Company of a new lift ticket with the same validity and the same type as 
that of the ski pass that was incorrectly used according to the skiarea’s adult price list;
• Free ski passes issued for children and the corresponding ski pass to which it was linked when purchased, will both be im-
mediately confiscated and cancelled, in addition to the payment made directly to the Company of a new lift ticket with the 
same validity and of the same type as that of the ski pass that was incorrectly used according to the skiarea’s adult price list;
• Season ski passholders will have to make a payment directly to the Company corresponding to the cost of a single-day 
ski pass according to the skiarea’s adult price list, and an additional amount of Euro 100. The use of the season ski pass 
will be blocked until the required amount has been received;
• Lift cards for “Pay per Use” ski passes (Mypass, Altoski and Telepass), will be permanently cancelled (therefore all 
credit, that has been acquired up to the cancellation of the lift card, which is used to receive lift pass discounts that are 
provided after reaching specific spending thresholds, will also be eliminated), and the costs of using  the “pay per use” 
ski pass according to the skiarea’s single-day adult price will be charged to the credit card;
in addition to the right to take legal action against the offender in both a criminal and civil lawsuit in all of the above cases: 
all cases will in fact be reported to the local law enforcement agency.
12. Replacement hourly and single-use badges cannot be issued in case of loss. In case of lost ski passes of all types, 
to obtain a  replacement, it is necessary to report the loss to the company, which will deactivate and block the lost pass. 
In any case, all replacement ski passes are issued directly from the ticket office, exclusively upon presentation, by the 
customer, of a photograph of said card, which must show the ID code of the card or the booking code in case of online 
purchase. The charge for deactivating and blocking a lost ski pass and issuing a new card is € 10.00 (non-refundable if 
the original pass is found). 
13. Ski passes that are issued against vouchers will only be provided in the format stated on the voucher and cannot be 
changed in any way, even prior to issue.
14. The price of the travel document includes the right to also transport skis, a snowboard, and a small, compact piece 
of baggage, with a total weight not exceeding 10 kg (provided that this does not prevent easy embarkation on the lift and 
does not, at the sole discretion of staff, present a risk for lift safety). Snow bikes may only be transported on gondolas 
managed by Funivie Madonna di Campiglio and Funivie Folgarida-Marilleva (it is prohibited to transport them on chair-
lifts, drag lifts or any other lifts where users embark wearing skis, in addition to all the lifts managed by Funivie Pinzolo). 
It is also prohibited to use snow bikes on all black slopes. 
15. All tickets, single rides included, will expire at the end of the relevant summer or winter season.
16. Ski passes are non-refundable in case of illness, accident or for personal reasons of the holder. However, if the ski 
pass includes the insurance policy “Skipass Protetto” (for example, “Skipass Protetto” insurance is included with ski 
passes purchased online from www.ski.it ), the customer will have the right to reimbursement from the insurance com-
pany, provided that the conditions of policy cover are respected.
17. According to article 59, lett. n) of the Consumer Code, in the case of online purchase of ski passes there is no right 
of withdrawal provided for by art. 52 of the Consumer Code.
18. In case of accidents and injury on the ski slopes, duly recorded by the slope first aid staff, the insurance policy avail-
able for purchase together with the ski pass, and under the terms and conditions of the policy  (available in summary 
form at all company ticket offices and on the website www.ski.it ) includes a partial refund of the insured multi-day ski 
pass valid for a minimum of three days; it remains understood that anyone accompanying the injured party, even if in-
sured, will not be entitled to a refund on their ski pass.
19. Skiers using downhill ski slopes must have valid third party liability insurance coverage for claims of damage or injury to 
third parties (art. 30 of the Lgs. Decree 40/2021). Therefore, the Company provides its customers the possibility to pur-
chase third party liability insurance coverage for damage or injury to people or property, when purchasing their ski pass.

Section II - Types of Company Ski Pass
20. The types of ski pass available (single, hourly, day, multi-day - up to 14 days, seasonal) are stated on the price lists 
displayed at the ticket offices and published on the website www.ski.it . “Pay per use” ski passes are also available, ac-
cording to the relevant conditions of sale from the certified portals Mypass  Altoski and Telepass. 
21. Seasonal ski passes will be issued with holder’s photograph. 
22. Differently able people who, at the time of purchase, provide documentary proof of disability, issued by the competent 
authorities and certifying disability of 50% or more, or between 20% and 49% will be entitled to a discount on list prices 
of 50% and 25% respectively:
• on hourly ski passes; 
• on ski passes valid from 1 to 14 consecutive days;
• as well as single journeys on gondolas only.                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
23. Superskirama season ski passes (according to the interchange agreements in being between the cable lift companies, 
as well as the lift and slope operating programmes decided by the Management of each of the aforementioned companies) 
– and the Company’s season ski passes, will be valid starting on December 01st  2023. These same season ski passes 
provide access to the lifts in operation in the ski area of reference throughout the 2023-2024 skiing season. The 2023-2024 
skiing season, without prejudice to the undisputable right of the Management of each lift company to set the start and end 
dates for same on the relevant lifts – is 80 days for the Superskirama ski passes (60 for Company ski passes), even for 
non-consecutive days, according to the month, including between December 2023 and April 2024, it being understood that: 
a) the operation of all lifts and skiing on all slopes in the ski area of reference cannot be guaranteed: 
b) in case of single lifts or groups of lifts being in operation for a period exceeding 80 days for Superskirama ski passes 
(60 days for Company ski passes), the season ski pass will remain valid for said further period; 
c) if local or national authorities force all lifts to close due to Force Majeure, or lifts are closed for other reasons outside 
of the issuing ski lift company’s control, and the 80 days for Superskirama ski passes (60 days for the Company’s ski 
passes) can no longer be guaranteed, clients will receive a refund that is proportional to the number of guaranteed days 
for which they were not able to use their season ski pass. 
24. The Superskirama seasonal ski pass also offers a choice of 5 days in the “Dolomiti Superski” area on lifts according to 
the pass; the 5 days of validity for the “Dolomiti Superski” area are automatically enabled for the Superskirama seasonal ski 
pass without the need to request individual daily passes. Any misuse of the Superskirama seasonal ski pass will lead to its 
immediate withdrawal and also to cancellation of any days not used in the “Dolomiti Superski” area. In case of loss of the 
seasonal Superskirama badge on the “Dolomiti Superski” pistes, since this cannot be checked by “Dolomiti Superski” staff, 
it is not possible to issue any replacement ticket for days not yet used in the area. Any daily tickets purchased following the 
loss of a seasonal Superskirama pass in the “Dolomiti Superski” area will not be refunded

Section III - Lift Operation Schedule 
25.  The lift and piste operation of the company and that of the lift operators in the ski area covered by the ski pass is 
decided by the company management and the management of each of the lift companies, at their sole discretion. The 
cost of the ski pass is not linked to the number of lifts and slopes open to the public, but to the possibility to ski with at 
least two lifts open. The operation of all lifts and skiing on all slopes cannot be guaranteed; 
26. The company is not in any case liable, if, due to unforeseen events which in no way depend on the company’s wishes 
(for example, but in no way limited to, excessive wind, lack of snow or the occurrence of an unforeseeable technical 
problem, the repeated and unannounced suspension of electricity) or due to competition events or training, the lifts or 
some of the slopes should be closed fully or in part. In these cases, the Company is not obliged to:  
• provide any type of refund (full or partial) or to substitute a ski pass; 
• provide reimbursement for any damages caused by the impossibility to access services or amenities previously 
booked by clients that require the use of the lifts or slopes (including but not limited to ski lessons or ski rental) and/or 
any expenses that skiers may incur in order to return back to their current address or their departure point.

Section IV - Rules for Lift and Slope Use
27. Lift users are obliged to comply with the transport rules and guidelines, as displayed at all lift departure stations; lift 
users are also obliged to follow the regulations of the competent authorities in the interests of safety and smooth 
transport, and all other instructions that may be given by lift employees in order to prevent accidents.
28. Skiers are obliged to comply with the signs in skiing areas and on lifts. The level of difficulty of each slope is to be 
considered a guideline only. Each level is shown on panoramic signs in the vicinity of the main departure stations and on 
ski maps available at all the open ticket offices, and it is also possible that round coloured signs may also be placed 
alongside all ski runs. In the interests of their own safety and that of others, skiers are expected to evaluate whether the 
degree of difficulty of the slope is in line with their ability. For safety reasons, it is prohibited to use the slopes after the 
lifts have closed and, in all cases, where closure signs are on show. In case of breach of Art. 30 ter “Skiers’ Conduct” of 
the Regulation for execution of provincial law no. 7 of 21 April 1987, and subsequent amendments, ski passes may be 
withdrawn by the company or security forces.
29. It is mandatory for all skiers under the age of 18 using the slopes to wear a protective helmet  (Art. 17 of Lgs. Decree 
40/2021).
30. Transport of non-accompanied children on chairlifts is only permitted if the child’s height is not under 1,25 m, or if 
their height is less than 1,25 m, they must be able to prove that they are 8 years or older. The person/s responsible for 
the child and the person/s to whom they have entrusted the child, even in an informal manner, must first evaluate the 
child’s aptitude to use a chairlift in order to organize themselves accordingly and to provide the rules on how to correctly 
use and behave on a chairlift, including situations in which the chairlift may stop. 
It shall however be understood that, by purchasing a child ski pass or accepting a free child ski pass, the buyer and/or 
acceptor is fully responsible for the use of slopes and lifts by the minor who is the beneficiary and that will use them 
under the direct surveillance of the buyer and/or acceptor.  
31. The bike park is only open during the summer season, during which time it is possible to transport “mountain bikes”, in 
compliance with the terms and conditions for the summer season. During the winter, it is prohibited to use the bike park routes.
32.  Dogs must be muzzled and kept on a leash at all times. Dogs are only permitted on gondola lifts. 

Section V - Final Provisions
33.  In case of discrepancies between the languages of these general conditions of sale, the Italian version shall prevail.
34. The company has put in place the measures required by the new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR 
679/2016), as per the policy statement displayed at ticket offices or on the company website www.ski.it .

25 NOVEMBER - 8 DECEMBER 2023

9 - 22 DECEMBER 2023

17 - 24 DECEMBER 2023,  
14 - 21 and 21 - 28 JANUARY 2024 
10 - 17 and 17 - 24 MARCH 2024

TURBO
HOLIDAY 6 - 14 JANUARY 2024

JANUARY
SPECIAL 13 - 21 JANUARY 2024

MARCH
SPECIAL 16 - 30 MARCH 2024

SPRING
SPECIAL 31 MARCH - 7 APRIL 2024

SEASON
FINALE 6 - 14 APRIL 2024



SINGLE RUNS

HOURLY PASS

FEVRI TOBOGGAN RUN

MADONNA
DI CAMPIGLIO

SKIPASS SKIAREA
CAMPIGLIO
DOLOMITI
DI BRENTA

MOUNTAIN
HEIGHT

2.070
masl

VALLEY
HEIGHT

1.730
masl

DIFFERENCE
IN ALTITUDE

340
m

MEDIUM
GRADIENT

12,40
%

MAXIMUM
GRADIENT

18,00
%

TOBOGGAN RUN
2.743 metres of pure fun!

NA  1-412-1-123456

Buy early, spend less!
“Pass Protection” insurance included*

Visit our website SKI.IT

ONLINE PURCHASES:
A dynamic price, with a maximum discount of up to 20% off of the regular 
price list, will be applied on all purchases made through the web shop on 
the www.ski.it website. Ski pass refund insurance is included for all of 
these online purchases and refunds will be provided under certain 
specified circumstances (sales conditions on www.ski.it).

ONLINE
PURCHASES

1-DAY

One card, many benefits

Go directly
to the lifts

Ski first and
pay later

Reach the threshold
and save
1° Threshold > 80% discount
2° Threshold > Free

SAY GOODBYE TO YOUR OLD SEASON LIFT PASS

THE OFFICIAL SKIAREA CAMPIGLIO GIFT CARD

With Starpass, you’ll only pay for the time that you actually ski, while saving both 
time and money. No more lift passes, no more ticket windows and no more cash.

Discover more on mypass.ski/giftcard-skiarea-campiglio

Check out what's new 
on the SkiArea slopes:
A Gift Card designed with 
MyPass for all ski 
enthusiasts!

Gift
StarUP DOWN UP&DOWN

LOW SEASON
from the start of the season to Dec 22, 2023

from Jan 8, 2024 to Jan 19, 2024 
from Mar 11, 2024 to the end of the season

HIGH SEASON
from Dec 23, 2023 to Jan 07, 2024

from Jan 20, 2024 to Mar 10, 2024

LOW SEASON
from the start of the season to Dec 22, 2023

from Jan 8, 2024 to Jan 19, 2024 
from Mar 11, 2024 to the end of the season

HIGH SEASON
from Dec 23, 2023 to Jan 07, 2024

from Jan 20, 2024 to Mar 10, 2024

LOW SEASON
from the start of the season to Dec 22, 2023

from Jan 8, 2024 to Jan 19, 2024 
from Mar 11, 2024 to the end of the season

HIGH SEASON
from Dec 23, 2023 to Jan 07, 2024

from Jan 20, 2024 to Mar 10, 2024

UP
Normal

UP
Normal

CABLE CAR EXPRESS

It allows unlimited circulation on the lifts 
of Madonna di Campiglio.

HOURLY PASS

1-DAY

CONSECUTIVE DAYS

CONSECUTIVE DAYS

URSUS SNOWPARK

CHAIRLIFT EXPRESS CHAIRLIFT

SKILIFT

It allows free circulation on the Cable Car Grostè 1° and 2°, on chairlift Grostè Express 
and chairlift Rododendro; one ascent a day is also allowed with the chairlift Boch

It allows unlimited circulation on the lifts of Madonna di Campiglio, 
Folgarida-Marilleva and Pinzolo (ski-connected) and Pejo

The price of a ski pass, starting from the 9th day, is calculated by adding the cost of each additional day 
to an 8-day ski pass. 

*

1-DAY

HIGH SEASON
from Dec 23, 2023 to Jan 07, 2024

from Jan 20, 2024 to Mar 10, 2024

Skipass includes 1 round trip cable car Spinale 
+ unlimited use of chairlift Spinale

It activates when you first pass the gates.

SLED RENTAL
RULES AND REGULATIONS

We kindly ask you to handle the rented sled with care. Thank you.

1. You can rent the sleds of Funivie Madonna di Campiglio only at the 
Spinale ticket office.
2. To pick up the sled you need to get the badge at the ticket office. You 
will receive the badge only if you leave a valid ID at the ticket office.
3. The renter takes full responsibility for the rented sled.
4. In case of loss or theft of the sled, the renter is required to report it 
to the local police station. The renter will be responsible to pay the full 
market price of the sled to Funivie Madonna di Campiglio. In case the 
sled is found, the renter will be reimbursed.
5. In case of damage to the rented sled, the repair costs will be charged 
to the renter.

DISCOUNTS, SUPPLEMENTS, INSURANCE

SKIPASS INFO

CHILD: Child present at the moment of purchase, born 
after 30.04.2015 accompanied by an adult receives a 
FREE SKI PASS (from 1 to 14 consecutive days) of the 
same type and validity  as the adult accompanying 
(ratio 1:1 = 1 adult and 1 child). TO OBTAIN THE FREE 
SKIPASS IT IS ESSENTIAL TO PRESENT THE IDENTIFICATION DOCUMENTS 
(health card, passport) OF THE CHILD AND THE ADULT.

REDUCED SKI PASS: 
CHILDREN  born after 30.04.2015  |  JUNIOR  born after 30.04.2007
only upon presentation of a valid identification document (e.g., tax code, 
identity card, passport) of the CHILD and the JUNIOR.

SUNDAY RULE: 
For ski passes of 2 to 6 days (excluding 5 on of 7 day ski passes) containing 
ONE SUNDAY, the following will be added to the ski pass price € 10,00 for the 
category Adult, € 7,00 for the category Junior, € 5,00 for the category Child 
(unaccompanied) on the purchase of ski pass of the type SkiArea Campiglio 
Dolomiti of Brenta and SuperSkirama.

THIRD PARTY LIABILITY INSURANCE: 
Based on the new Sport Decree Art. 30 DLgs n. 40/2021, Third Party Liability 
insurance becomes mandatory for all skiers starting from January 2022. The 
user must therefore be in possession of either his own private policy or, if he 
does not have one, a policy that will be proposed with an additional optional 
fee by our Company both online and at the cash desks.

TICKET OFFICE PURCHASES: 
Ski passes purchased directly at the ticket office are sold at the full list price 
and do not include ski pass refund insurance. List prices refer to the maximum 
ski pass purchase price for end-users.

Ski pass holders with access to only one of the following resorts: Madonna 
di Campiglio or Folgarida Marilleva or Pinzolo can add a daily upgrade to 
access the entire Skiarea Campiglio Dolomiti di Brenta by purchasing an 
upgrade at the ticket offices. 
Folgarida Marilleva + Pinzolo + Pejo: ADULTS € 37,00, JUNIORS € 26,00

Take a photo of your ski pass and take 
note of the “NA” identificattion code!

In case of lost ski passes issued by Funivie 
Madonna di Campiglio (with the exception of 
hourly passes or one-way tickets) a duplicate can 
be requested at a cost of € 10,00 each (+ € 5,00 
for the K-card).

SKIAREA DAILY INTEGRATION

LOW SEASON
from the start of the season to Dec 22, 2023

from Jan 8, 2024 to Jan 19, 2024 
from Mar 11, 2024 to the end of the season

HIGH SEASON
from Dec 23, 2023 to Jan 07, 2024

from Jan 20, 2024 to Mar 10, 2024

HIGH SEASON
from Dec 24, 2022 to Jan 8, 2023
from Jan 21, 2023 to Mar 12, 2023 

LOW SEASON
from the start of the season to Dec 22, 2023

from Jan 8, 2024 to Jan 19, 2024 
from Mar 11, 2024 to the end of the season

GROSTÈ 1° Line

GROSTÈ 2° Line

GROSTÈ 1° + 2° Line

SPINALE

PRADALAGO

5 LAGHI

FORTINI

1 HOUR

2 HOURS

3 HOURS

4 HOURS

4 HOURS 
starting from first access

1 DAY

DAY SLED RENTAL

1 DAY

2 DAYS

3 DAYS

4 DAYS

5 DAYS

5 TO 7

6 DAYS

7 DAYS

8 DAYS

9 TO 14*

1 DAY

2 DAYS

RODODENDRO

GROSTÈ 

PATASCOSS

GENZIANA

ZELEDRIA

BOCH

NUBE D’ORO

SPINALE 2

NUBE D’ARGENTO

VAGLIANA

PANCUGOLO

MIRAMONTI

LARICI

CARLO MAGNO

€ 6,00

€ 5,00

€ 5,50

€ 5,50

€ 4,00

€ 4,00

€ 5,00

€ 5,50
€ 4,00
€ 3,50
€ 3,50
€ 3,50

€ 3,00
€ 3,00

Normal

€ 14,00
€ 14,00
€ 19,00

€ 14,00
€ 14,00

€ 14,00
€ 14,00

Normal

€ 19,00
€ 19,00
€ 25,00

€ 19,00
€ 19,00

€ 19,00
€ 19,00

Normal

€ 14,00
€ 14,00
€ 19,00

€ 14,00
€ 14,00

€ 14,00
€ 14,00

Reduced

€ 10,00
€ 10,00
€ 13,00

€ 10,00
€ 10,00

€ 10,00
€ 10,00

Reduced

€ 13,00
€ 13,00
€ 18,00

€ 13,00
€ 13,00

€ 13,00
€ 13,00

Reduced

€ 10,00
€ 10,00
€ 13,00

€ 10,00
€ 10,00

€ 10,00
€ 10,00

ADULT

€ 30,00

€ 45,00

€ 55,00

€ 63,00

ADULT

€ 72,00

ADULT

€ 135,00

€ 200,00

€ 253,00

€ 304,00

€ 328,00

€ 346,00

€ 391,00

€ 426,00

€ 33,00

ADULT

€ 53,00

ADULT

€ 96,00

ADULT

€ 32,00

€ 48,00

€ 59,00

€ 69,00

ADULT

€ 22,00

ADULT

€ 26,00

ADULT

€ 20,00

ADULT

€ 24,00

ADULT

€ 79,00

ADULT

€ 148,00 

€ 218,00 

€ 284,00 

€ 342,00 

€ 370,00 

€ 389,00 

€ 440,00 

€ 478,00 

€ 36,00 

ADULT

€ 56,00

ADULT

€ 100,00

JUNIOR

€ 21,00

€ 31,00

€ 39,00

€ 44,00

JUNIOR

€ 50,00

JUNIOR

€ 95,00 

€ 140,00 

€ 177,00 

€ 213,00 

€ 230,00 

€ 242,00 

€ 274,00 

€ 298,00 

€ 23,00 

JUNIOR

€ 37,00

JUNIOR

€ 67,00

JUNIOR

€ 23,00

€ 33,00

€ 42,00

€ 48,00

JUNIOR

€ 15,00

JUNIOR

€ 18,00

JUNIOR

€ 14,00

JUNIOR

€ 17,00

€ 10,00

JUNIOR

€ 55,00

JUNIOR

€ 104,00 

€ 153,00 

€ 199,00 

€ 239,00 

€ 259,00 

€ 272,00 

€ 308,00 

€ 335,00 

€ 25,00 

JUNIOR

€ 39,00

JUNIOR

€ 70,00

CHILD

€ 15,00

€ 22,00

€ 28,00

€ 32,00

CHILD

€ 36,00

CHILD

€ 68,00 

€ 100,00 

€ 127,00 

€ 152,00 

€ 164,00 

€ 173,00 

€ 196,00 

€ 213,00 

€ 17,00

CHILD

€ 27,00

CHILD

€ 48,00

CHILD

€ 16,00

€ 24,00

€ 30,00

€ 34,00

CHILD

€ 40,00

CHILD

€ 74,00 

€ 109,00 

€ 142,00 

€ 171,00 

€ 185,00 

€ 195,00 

€ 220,00 

€ 239,00 

€ 18,00

CHILD

€ 28,00

CHILD

€ 50,00


